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a second to look at our Beginner's Guide. It contains the information necessary for you to have
an easier experience here. Thanks and have fun. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Is Naruto a secret-genius?!?!?! Thread starter Shinobi1jutsu Start date Feb
12, Shinobi1jutsu Well-Known Member. I KNOW this seems ridiculous at first Naruto is basically
the dumbest ninja in the villiage, or IS HE??? Intelligence is mostly genetic, and BOTH Naruto's
parents were extremely intelligent, and before you suggest that it doesn't work like that in the
series You could argue that Naruto was dropped as a child, or got a renegade "stupid gene"
from a distant Uzumaki town fool, but Bare with me on this I think this is Naruto Consider the
evidence Naruto on the fly Is out-matched by Neji in the chunin exams, fools the "All Seeing
Eye," distracts him with a phony shadow clone pretending to be knocked-out, the real Naruto
pops out of the ground, and knocks Neji OUT!!! The guy compiled stats on all relevant ninjas
organizing them into playing cards, figures out how to scientifically alter his DNA with
Orochimaru's snake-like DNA, becomes a sage, figures out how to raise the dead, figured out
"Madara" was actually Obito, strong-armed the Akatsuki, played a central role in the War, etc
Invents a new jutsu Rasenshuriken Under the guidance and assistance of Kakashi 6. Something
even Naruto's mother was never able to do. Is it possible Bookworm Well-Known Member.
Shinobi1jutsu I thought about this possibility before mostly due to other members , but I don't
think that's the case. Why would Naruto hide his genius? His whole reason for wanting to
become hokage, is so he can become acknowledged by the villagers, if he was already a genius
and he showed that, it would be a lot easier. Naruto does have flashes of brilliance, but there
were times he was really stupid as well. What type of genius do you think Naruto has? He had
no real guidance even in the academy since Iruka never even accepted him until graduation. His
idiotic behavior is from his seeking of attention as a kid and also I mean he was a orphan since
birth no one taught him. Bookworm said:. I thought it was stated by Kakahi that Naruto ws the
number 1 unpredictable knucklehead, instead of what you said. What about the time Naruto
tried to solo the war and Itachi had to tell that it was not feasible? Djomla None of your
goddamn business. Naruto added NR to Rasengan which Minato couldn't. Naruto figured out
that senjutsu would work on abomination that was Obito where Minato, a genius sage user
himself, couldn't. If he outsmarts a genius like Minato then he is genius. Also, defeated Hiruzen
and Ebisu with his own technique as a kid. Managed to catch Kaguya off her guard with it.
Naruro is too smart for the verse. Djomla said:. Dattebayo-chan License to Fangirl. He became
very naive. He also learned best by doing and trying, not by studying theory, so the way he was
taught in the academy was also not really his cup of tea. I also think his stubbornness and
determination were important factors that help him push through in difficult situations.
Dattebayo-chan said:. Yes and is good with surprises and certain creative jutsu he has made.
Chaos Hokage Hokage of the Distant Future. Naruto is a genius of trickery. Guntah Well-Known
Member. Naruto was a failure at the Academy because he had bad chakra control, but that
notion should've ended the moment he graduated. Yeah, Naruto is a genius. Easily more so
than the likes of Neji for one. Lord Valgaav Monkey King of the Pestilence and bananas. He's a
very stable genius. Naruto has his genius moments, but he's not the typical genius like Neji,
Itachi, Shikamaru, etc. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. Kakuzu manages
to get the drop on Kakashi , pinning him to the ground. With no way for Kakashi to escape,
Kakuzu plans to take his heart to replace the one he lost. As Kakuzu is about to take Kakashi's
heart, Hidan impales himself through the heart. Shikamaru falls over, supposedly dead. Hidan
mocks Shikamaru for being easily killed and prepares to walk off in order to help Kakuzu.
However, Shikamaru gets up and attempts to decapitate Hidan, although his cut is not deep
enough. Hidan, clutching his neck, asks how Shikamaru is still alive. In the clearing, Kakuzu is
clutching his chest, wondering how Kakashi managed to strike his heart. Both Shikamaru and
Kakashi explain to the Akatsuki members in front of them that the entire plan revolved around
Hidan using Kakuzu's blood for his Jashin ritual. After Kakashi had struck Kakuzu with his
Lightning Blade , he had extracted his blood into a syringe and managed to pass it to
Shikamaru. When Hidan attempted to cut Shikamaru's cheek, Shikamaru barely avoided the
blow and squeezed Kakuzu's blood onto Hidan's Retractable Spear as well as smearing some
on his cheek, in order for Hidan to think it was Shikamaru's blood. Kakuzu then falls over,
supposedly dead. However, Team Asuma is still faced with the crisis of dealing with the three
elemental masks. The Lightning Release mask goes inside Kakuzu's corpse, giving him its heart

and reviving Kakuzu. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
For the chapter of the Naruto manga, head to Shikamaru's Genius!! Synopsis Kakuzu manages
to get the drop on Kakashi , pinning him to the ground. Categories :. RDF feed. English name.
English release. Episode number. Japanese release. Kanji name. Manga Chapter. Romaji name.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Junko Takeuchi. Maile
Flanagan. Kazuhiko Inoue. Dave Wittenberg. Rikiya Koyama. Troy Baker. Shotaro Morikubo.
Tom Gibis. Ryoka Yuzuki. Colleen O'Shaughnessey. Kentaro Ito. Robbie Rist. Masaki Terasoma.
Chris Edgerly. Takaya Hashi. Fred Tatasciore. The world of Naruto is filled with some incredible
ninja with tremendous power up their sleeve. While some of them are known to be prodigies
who were blessed with immense talent right from the very beginning of their journey, others
weren't so lucky, and thus, weren't special. These ninja had to work their way up to reach the
same level as those known to be geniuses. Nonetheless, in due time, they became just as
well-respected as the others, with some even surpassing the genius ones with nothing but
sheer hard work. Rock Lee was a genin in the first part of Naruto and later went on to become a
chunin by the end of Naruto Shippuden. Thanks to the guidance of Might Guy, Lee was able to
become a master of taijutsu and get stronger than most characters in the series. He's always
been a hardworking shinobi who could even defeat some of the geniuses. Neji was a member of
the branch family of the Hyuga Clan , however, that certainly didn't limit his ability in any way.
With the Byakugan, he was head and shoulders above most ninja from his generation. He was
known to have talent that surpassed even the main family members and was a born genius. Neji
was also the first person from his generation to become a jonin which shows how gifted he truly
was. Just like his student Rock Lee, Might Guy was also a shinobi considered to be no good at
ninja arts. Although he could use some ninjutsu unlike Lee, Guy was still heavily reliant on
Taijutsu throughout his ninja career. He trained himself to surpass every other shinobi and
succeeded in doing so eventually. Being the son of a legendary ninja, Kakashi was always
considered to be a genius. By the age of 13, he was already a jonin , a feat that shows how
brilliant he truly was. Throughout his life, Kakashi was revered as a powerful shinobi with the
potential to become a Kage. By the end of Naruto , he fulfilled his potential. Being the student of
one of the Kage, it was easy to see that Jiraiya would end up becoming a great shinobi,
however, he certainly wasn't blessed with many talents. To achieve greatness, Jiraiya had to
train his mind and body incredibly hard, and ultimately, he became powerful enough to be
considered as one of the Legendary Sannin of the Leaf. Jiraiya's teammate, Orochimaru was the
exact opposite of him in terms of talent. Where Jiraiya was lacking, Orochimaru excelled and
this was seen well during their days as Team Hiruzen. Orochimaru honed this talent of his and
became a tremendous shinobi. Just like Jiraiya, by adulthood, he became a terrific ninja,
although his way of doing it was in stark contrast to how Jiraiya did it. Usually, most Uchiha
members are blessed with great talent, but Obito was different. He wasn't weak like Rock Lee,
but he wasn't a genius either. To get stronger, Obito had to train quite hard and once his
abilities awoke, he blossomed into a powerful shinobi. In his later life, Obito became one of the
strongest characters in the story. Itachi Uchiha was one of the most powerful characters in the
Naruto series and much of that was down to the fact that he was a born genius. Right from his
early childhood, Itachi showed tremendous potential as a ninja and he managed to gain both
strength and wisdom by a very young age. Although he was ravaged by disease, Itachi was still
powerful enough to take on the strongest of shinobi and beat them within a matter of seconds.
Naruto Uzumaki is the Jinchuriki of the Nine-Tails in the series and a shinobi who was once
considered to have little to no talent. The Nine-Tails only made it harder for him to grow until he
conquered his heart with his kindness towards the end of the story. Naruto was truly a
hardworking shinobi who rose to the very top with his effort alone. Unlike Naruto, Sasuke was
considered to be a genius ninja from his days in the academy, as expected of an Uchiha child.
His talent only grew in the latter half of the series and by the end, he was considered to a
shinobi close to the level of Naruto Uzumaki. Sasuke was quite skilled with his Sharingan and
with time, his Dojutsu only got stronger. While Sasuke did train hard, he was destined for
greatness from the start. Rei Penber is an avid fan of anime and manga. He is the author of
some of the articles here that you liked, and others that you didn't. You can connect with him on
his email: reipenber17 gmail. By Rei Penber Published Jan 26, Share Share Tweet Email 0.
Related Topics Lists naruto. All theses years I smiled That old man.. He knew who my parents
were, of course he knew but he never told me. How fo Just outside the border of Konoha was a
forest were a boy of 12 lived. He is the protector of the forest, he lives there with all the animals
and foxes as well as his guardian, the kyuubi. One day team 7 goes in that forest on a mission
and met with the little fox boy called Naruto. What will happen now? Will team 7 g What if when
Minato was sealing the ninetails into Naruto he made a mistake? What if half got sealed into
Naruto and the other half took human form? This is the story of Naruto and his brother,. The

boy everyone despised All the hardships and suffering Naruto has gone through, what will
become of Naruto now? What if Naruto wasn't as dumb as he acts? What if he wasn't as
unskilled as he displays himself as? How would Naruto react when he was pushed over board?
I am trying my best to this story. Don't leave a bad comment also give me some ideas. Naruto
gets banished after he returns Sasuke to Konoha. His friends betray him and he is forced to
leave and never come back, not that he would want to anyways Naruto goes on a quest to
become the strongest ninja in history, and during his voyage he makes friends and foes, both
dangerous and good. A new enemy arise What if Naruto were a year older? What if he'd had a
twin sister and a younger sister? What if the nine tails hadn't been sealed into Naruto but into
his younger sister? What if Minato and Kushina had lived? Would Naruto have been Neglected
so his Jinchuriki sister could be trained? Naruto is not all what he seems. He is intelligent and
knows what's goin on around him, furthermore he possesses a power never before seen in the
ninja world. On his quest to become Hokage he encounters many troubles but face them like the
stubborn blond he is Madara is his grandfather. He is gifted by Kami and Yami, and the
Shinigami. Hes godlike.. Because of a near death experience with some if the villagers, Naruto
discovered Kyuubi at a young age and began training under him. Now, he is about to face the
biggest challenge of his life: becoming a genin on a team with a brooding avenger, a pink After
a few years of Kurama's attack; Naruto disappeared. No one knew where he went, but no one
dared to look for him. In fact, they were glad he wasn't in the village. The only ones concerned
about his wellbeing was the Hokage: Sarutobi Hiruzen. At the age of six, Naruto returned to the
village; pretending to be dumb Three years had passed after Naruto Uzumaki left the village with
his teacher. Being the Jinchuuriki of the demon fox, he has been Akatsuki's target for a long,
long time. Ever since the day he left, the Akatsuki have not come to the village; it was too silent.
A mysterious man with his identity hidden came in the vi What if he was the complete opposite
though? What if he wasn't as young, unskilled, stupid, and brash as everyone thought he was?
Naruto, the one person you didn't expect to be a one in a generation genius, was one. With the
goal in mind to become Hokage and getting acknowledgment but also having fun. He pretends
to be dumb. This is the story of Naruto Uzumaki. Nor do I own the pictures The Watty Awards.
Try Premium. Log in Sign Up. The Demon King 53K 2. Protector of the forest Naruto Fanfiction K
6. Naruto: minor error The name is Naruto, Naruto Uzumaki. The New Naruto! Silent genius 1.
Evil naruto life 1 Changes: Naruto K Calm Before the Hurricane 37K 1. Naruto: Legend of the
Crimson Kitsune K 2. Uzumaki Naruto, an Exceptional Shinobi K The Return Naruto K 6. The
Blonde Unorthodox Show more Loading Few loved ones, fewer friends, no emotions. These are
the three core rules that Uzumaki Naruto keeps in his heart. Also known as Kitsune, a powerful
captain in the ANBU, Naruto rarely opens up to people and rarely shows his true colors. This is
the I was one of the few people who knew that Kitsune was Naruto. He was like a son to me
because I'm not old enough that he'd be my grandson despite the fact that he called me Granny.
We walked together with Cat to the examination room, where Cat was asked to guard the door.
Before I could begin the examination, a crow cawed at me from the window. I opened it and took
the message from the crow. Reading it, I glared at the now mask-less Naruto. Slightly worse
swearing ahead!! Naruto sheepishly nodded, but I could see very clearly that he was not okay.
The look in his eyes had gone from empty to broken. Someone he cared about had hurt him, I
could tell. The memories came rushing back and it was the only thing I could do. Naruto looked
at the floor. I was even angrier. He checked out physically, but the mental exam was in
dangerous waters. One wrong move and he could break down. My mental exam was kind of
strange, but it was the only way I could think of. Mental Examination Jutsu! I bit my lip to
contain my laughter at the name of that jutsu. It would allow me to see a person's mental state
based on their answers to my questions. Naruto studied it. Using the jutsu, I took a look at the
back of the card. He saw blood. Slight trauma, it read. This jutsu's handy. Even tells me when
he's lying, I smirked. Naruto's face and eyes betrayed nothing. The next was green. Vision
narrowed. Slight twitch of the lips. Dark blue. Foot tapped. Laughter, happiness. Discomfort,
possible fear. Breathing sped up. Repetitive blinking. Trauma, sadness. I put the card away and
thought about what this told me. He had bad memories of knives, broken bottles, and blood.
Only natural, considering what he's been through. Cherry blossom probably reminded him of
Sakura, so anger was normal. Fox, Kurama happiness. I bit my lip to keep from laughing when I
realized that must've been Sasuke. Crowâ€”I knew exactly who that represented: Itachi. I was
also one of the people who knew that Itachi was a spy. Itachi used to teach Naruto, so it must've
caused a lot of trauma when he left. I needed something to calm him down now. I pulled out
another card. The odd shape on the card seemed to make him draw a b
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lank. He blinked hard and continued to stare at it. Kakashi-nii's hair? He saw nothingness.
Exact thoughts: nothing's there No emotion at all. I frowned slightly but didn't say anything.
You're traumatized where you should be and happy where you should be. And very angry where
you should be. Oh, and Naruto? He paused at the door, turning around. Cat accompanied him
as he walked away. I realized that he was right as I stared at his receding back. He turned
slightly and replied,. All I could do was hope that he would never try that again. Also, in case
you were wondering, I have no clue how mental exams work. I'm 11 years old, and although I
declare to people that I'm crazy, I'm not really crazy. So I've never exactly seen or experienced a
mental exam before. Sorry 'bout that. The Watty Awards. Try Premium. Log in Sign Up. New
Reading List. Send to Friend. He turned slightly and replied, "Who says that's not what I want?
Even though I knew that he would. Where stories live. Discover now.

